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CHAPTER - III 

AZIMU~HAL RADIO l11REQUEHCY CONDUCTIVITY z,mASUH8tffltr! 

Ill AU ARC PLASMA :BY STUDYING THg BDDY CURRIDfr 1:il11."00T. 
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AZIMUTHAL RADIO Il'HEQUENCY COlnJUOTIV:ri·Y MEABUHl?J.JEnT IN 

UlTR01lUCTIOU 

Measurement of radio frequeney eonduot1v1 ty in a plasma 

using a.n inductor lmving the d.'ischarga tube a.B a core material 

has been proposed by various authors (Ciampi and Talini, 1967; 

Heald e.t1d t·Jharton, 1965; Mikoshibn and. Smy, 100!~; 'Donskoi 
. . 

et al, 1963; Tanaka and Hagi, 1964; /ikimov and Kmul~1ko, 1006). 

The measurement of radio frequency eondnctivi ty of a lovr. 

dano1 ty plasma sueh as iS prorlru'e(1 1n a glow d.isch..'.lrge lme. 'heer1 

aarriea otxt in this laboratory vith the plasma acting aa a 

lossy dielectric 't-71 thin the tuning c,ondenser ·in the secondary 

c1:rcu1 t ((;en and. Ghosh., 1006; Sen and Gupta, 1969). Donskoi 
(.\~"?>) · (\9t4) Cf9") 

et al, Tanaka and Hagi, Akimov and Konenko proposed metl10<1s for 

measuring plasma ccnductivi ty based on the action of' a. plasma on 

a radio frequency oscillator ci:retd. t,. In some oi" tlte above 

methods tha plt:isma, enclosed in a. non-cond.\1ct1ng conta:lne:r., l-ro.s 

inserted tnto the inductance coil of the oscillator o~rcnt·&. 

This produce<l e1 ther tl1e change in tl1e resonant f~eqn~ney or the 

Q .. factoro. The c1rcu1 t used l}y Donsl{o1 ~t. al t·ras eal'!l;rated 

with electrolytes 't!ri th kntlt'nl conductivities pluced. in cy11ru-1r1cal 



vessels with an internal diameter equal to the diameter of 

the plasma stream, thua making it possible to obtain 

calibration curves 6~· = 6Q.(cr-). Akimov and Konenko 

discttssed the vsl1dity ot~ the above method and tr1ed to 

e~plore various other possibilitieso They obtained the 

conductivity of the plasma from probe measurements (the 

frequency ana the gas pressure of the discharge vlas so 

chosen that r. f. una a.. c. conc.uet i vi. t y could. be assumed to 

be the same) and obtained tl:l.e freQuency sh1f't., and compared 

the f:reqnency shift i'or electrolytes with knO'!tJn conductiv1 ... 

ties. They arrived $'t en important conclusion that plasma 

and its simulation ~lectrolytes v.o not e.lvays l'lflve the sa.me 

effect on measurement circuit. The authors attributed the 

discrepancy between the plasma conductivity averaged over 

the cross-sections and the ~alibrat1ug curves to the radial 

non ... tm11'ormity of the plasma. It may, hollever, be mentioned 
ct.-

that the depth of' penetration played!lvery important role iu 

f vi 

the above e:s:periruent for their eho1ce of the frequency range. 

Experiment of' Tanaka and Heg1 l>!aS intended for a different 

attitude. They have ehoaen this type oi' radio frequency 

method for cc;mc1ue~ivity measurement to avoid the inherent 

ea.pa.eita.mle ei'feot · oi' the plasma '\.rhen applied. freqttenoy and 

collision frequencies are comparable. The negative frequency 

ehit't t-1as put as an open question by them since in their 

measurement the effect of coil plasma capacitance was 1gn~red. 



In all tbe above experiments, the pla~una 'W'&.s inaarted. 

directly 1ns1de t.h~ oscillator coil, ana. lfhiah evidently 

might load the oso1llat1on. somo or them did. uot ho'tH.wer 

ignore the loading effect ane tried to min1m1sa it by 

ethoosing the coil diameter very large in comparison to tho 

plaama. radius. Xhis, howavnr, rcclucact t~he sans it 1v1ty of 

the roa.:J.ouremant. SugBWf.tr& flna Ietri (lt-374) have ~lao 

studied the redttot1on 1n the radio freQuency Q-ff.t.ctor of a 

aa1l \ltte to the preasemce or a lossy glow discharge plasma 

within it but the no::J ... l1near1.ty a.nd. the appearance of 

rnaxizn~ in the increase or ba.nd .. t>Jiclth vorsu.s axial eouduott.-. 

v1ty curves aa represented in their paper oennot properly 

be eJr.ple.ined 1n terms or the equivelent circuit 1:ll"'oposea 

therein. 

Here ell the diff1cult1ea of tha above methods have 
vc 

baen tried to l;e :remo-v~au by "o1t 1ug the vork1ng coil ~!h1oh 

forms a. part of ri tank eirou1t, by a r.:r.. oscillator coil 

through Wautt COllpllng., The theory has beau d.evoloped. in 

auch o way so that no calibration with eioctrolyta is 

nooeaaat•y. Hhen a oono.uctor is placed ina ide a co1l carry. 

1ng a radio frequancs; oul .. rE'tnt a port iorl of' the rodio 

:r:t•equE.mcy power is lost due to (a) the stray cape.cit~tiva 

hyposa oi' r.f. current ana (b) the eddy current heating 

o1' the pluaroa. Tho later effect is very smell in the rat11o 

1"requency range in Ghe aaMe -or gJ.ol•t discharge plasma.. In the 



ease of an arc plasma where the percentage of ionization is 

very high and conductivity is_comparatively much higher, 

power lose is essentially due to the eddy current heating of 

the plaSrri<.'\. 

De.sed on these t1:.ro assumed mechanisms of loss, a 

generalized theory is presented here showing the quantita. 

tive V<:~riat1on- of loas faetor for a plasme "'rith.srnall 

conductivity such as glm; d.1sch~rge to a plasma l-.rith high 

conductivity as ill the oase of ore c11schnrge. The theory 

developed in <'Jonju.nction with the experimental observation 

enablee us to obtain tha azimuthal radio frequency conducti

vity of the arc plasma. 

THEORETICAL COHSTI>ERAT!ON 

As mentioned earliel .. , the loss of r.r. power of the 

resonant circui·t due to the preaem:e of a plasma column \'>'1tl1..

in a. coil 1s ai'feeted by t·Ho factors :- · 

. ' 

(1) 
\ 

Eddy current loss -

A plasma column can be assumed 'to be a <JY11ndria~ll 

couductor. The alternating ma.guet1c field assoc1€tted. v1th 

the r.t. current induces an r.r. electric current within 

the pla~ma, the amount of which is proportional to the . 

azimtitha,l conduettvity or the plas~.:1a. Tha pl~emtl ~olumn 

itseli' can be considered to act like a seaondal"Y ceil. The 



refleated resistance can easily be expressed in terms of the 

eddy loss and hence in terms of' the azimuthal conductivity, 

if 1t is assumed that the plasma. forms almost a short 

cirouited seconda1 .. y of t~rn number unity. 

(11) Capacitative by.pass -

The plasma column forms a ca:pacitanc€) ·vtth the coil 

wound around. tbe d.iacharge tu.l:>e. A portion ci' the r.f • 

currant by ... pe:tssee this eapucitor to gronud. through a resis

tance v.;hich 1s propor~ional to the axial value of the 

resistouce oi' the plasma colnnm. 

The composite equivalent circuit adopted, considering 

the above two factors, is dep1.cted in F'ig. {3.1).. Tha affective 

resistive impedance of the coil cnn be \olritten as 

I 

R •• 

where R0 = coil resistance (ohm); c0 = value of the tuniug 

capacitor (farad.); c -- struy. capacitance (farad) fo:t .. med 

between the coil and the plaarna column; · n2 = axial plasma 

resistam~e {ohm); rt1 = azimuthal plnamo. :resistance (ohm); 

C:.J :::: emgular frequency (radian); L1 ::: eddy aecomlary inci.uct ... 

ance (Henry); L ::: coil inductance (Henry); M = tnUtual 

inductance (Henry) oi' L and Ll.; The last term of the 

expression (3.1) ts tha reflected resistance in the primary 



due to the eddy current flowing through the plasma. 

The value of C ca.n be estimated by observing the 

amount of cl~nge of capaoitanoe of the tuning capacitor 

required to· rest.ol"e the tuning when the plasma is on. · F'or a 

quantitative analysis, if it is nssumed that R1 r-.J. R2, then 

(R1 - R0 ) can be plotted iu terms or the plasma conductance 

"( 1/nl) kno\•ring the actual values of all other terms of 

equation (3.1)~ M and L can be estimated by assuming the 

plasma f.nduotanca to be a secondary vrith tnru unity and having 

an average cross-section equal to half the inner crcss-seetion 

of tM tube (Simpsom, 1960). The nature or the varia:tioil oi' 

( nl ... R0 ) t>Iith (log lfR1 ) is showu in Fig. (3.2). For the 

lower values of eonductiv1ty, as 1n the case of ordinary- glow 

d1oobarge, the third term is very small 1n cot1par1son to the 

second term and ( al - R0 ) 1. e. 1 tlte ehange in ba.nd-'t~tdth 

increases .with the increase in ccmductivity, a.ttaining a 

maximum t>then · n2 ~ (c0 + cJ/t.JGG0 ; l..rith further inoreaae in the 

aonducti,ri·ty \-ihen ( c0 ·t- c )2 > Q2
B22c2c0 

2 , (R1 .... n0 ) decreases. 

For some higher values or conductivity {desiguate~:1 by the glCY..r ... 

arc truns1tion region i11 Pig. {3.2) both the seeond. and third. 

terms of equation (3.1) are significant E1rttl ( n1 - R0 ) reaches 

a mi.uimttm. Finally in the arc region the r·et'leotei:l. resistance 

term only becomes predominant 'ana the band ... ,..ridth rises linearly 

until . H.l2 and CJ2 t 12 are eomparabla. Hheu n1
2 = m2t12 the 

curve shows another maximum. In the present experiment 



2 ~ ~ 
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region as 

and. equation (3.1) ce.n be \trU;ten f'or the Circ 

•• 

. 
If Z0 and l lJe the tu.ned radio freqn£HlCl' currents through 

the coil bet~ore and during the diser.arge respectively the 

az~ .. m.uthal conductance 1e given hy 

a- = 

To determine the a.zimutho.i conductivity as i'rom the 

measurement of azimutlml conduetanoe, it is necessary to 

understand the current path. Neglecting the affect o:t skin 

depth (between 2 em. and 8 em.), the total conductnnce is 

approximately the conductance of the current path of cross 

sect ion. r x f, ana. average length -rrr, where r and f 
are the radius oi' the discharge column and length of the 

coil respectively. Thus .OS is given by 

= -R . 0 •• 

Thus ·kl1owing (o(- l ), OS can 'be ealculatecl for different 

discharge currents. 



The sahematio diagram of the experimental arrang~nent 

1s shown lu i'ig. (3.3). Measurements were made for a mercury 

arc plasma r ormed within the aro tul>e of length 30 em. and 

diameter 1.9 em. (anode-cathode spacing 20 em.). The oscilla

tor coil was placed noar the work coil (A) (dimensions: 

diameter l. 9 em. , length 6 em. , wire diameter 2 ram. , turns 50) 

and the induced r.f. voltage \rns tuned 1rrith a variable con .. 

denser B. The tum3d currents were measur•ed \orith n radio 

frequency mill~ammeter. The diaoharge current could be varied 

with the help of :rheostats oo:rmeoted in s.eries t>lith the d.c. 

supply. Any change 1u the tuned r.r. current should be a.n 

~nd1cat1on of the change of resistive impedance of the resonant 

circuit. 

Several measurements of the tuned radio frequency 

current., both in the presenae ana 1n the absence oi' plasrna,\otere 

taken for dti'fera11t discharge currents an(1 exciting fl"equeneies. 

The dapendence of (oC- 1 ) on discharge currents at three 

different frequencies, namely 2.56 MHz., 4.l MRz., ana 5.1 tmz. 

is depicted in F1g. {3.4). The dependence of azimuthal conauet1 .. 

vity (mhos/om) on the discharge current can be found by 

mult.iplying the ordinate values of l''ig. (3.4)' by the re.otor 

-rr R.~j (i w'J_r-f) \>lhich l!Ie.a· close to ·lf .f l f -
2
, if f is the frequency· 

(MH~). The resistance Ro ·or the circuit 't•ies ae·termined by mea ... · · 

sur_ing the Q.faotors at dif:Cereut frequencies. 



Table 3 l 
..... I .!1111111<1>' .. 

Probe Are r.f'. r.r. 
i're ... current current . 

cur-
io/i quency- rent 1 in 1 in c{-:. o{ ·-I as 

:£ 1n in mA mA (dis.-
'iYI;.. o s/ c~n,-MHz. amp. (discharge · oha.!yea 

· onl off') . 

2 66 I 118 I 1.7879 -.7879 .4701 ·.· 

3 53 ll8 2,.2264 1.2264 I .7318 

5.1 4 46.6 ll8 2.5934 1.5&~4:· .reoa 

5 39.6 llB 2.9873 1.9873 l.lEEa 

2 78:5 l 116 1.4777 .-4777 .4410 

3 6'7.0 l ll6 . _1.7313 .• ~731:3 .6751 

4.1 4. S7.B I 116 2.0174 1.0174 .9393 

5 sa.o 116 2.2308 1.2308 1.1363 
I 

I 

2 98 118 1.2041 0.2041 ,.4872 

3 91 118 1.2967 0.2967 .7082 

2.65 4 84.5 llB 1.3964- 0.3964 a9962 

e 78.6 ll8 1.50!32 0.!5032 1.2011 
.. 
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DISCUSSION 

The first portion of the graph depicted in Fig.{3.2), 

where capacitative by-pass loss is predominant, closely 

resembles the curve obtained by Sugawara and Ieiri {19'74'). 
- ' 

It is possible to obtain the value of the stray capacitance 
. ~ ( . 

(C) from the position of the maxima dE3picted therein. '::~aking 

·the following values as given by Sugawara and Ieiri, . \ 

b II 1J I ' \ 
W = 2 )T X /0 nz ~ .c.c: bb Cm. _7 ex =·3'1 err,; 

\ 
\ 

·~ 

~. 
c < < a-- = 2 X I 0 -I -mA 0 & I ri---

. ' \' 

the _va~ue of .c, the ,stray capacity, is fou11d to be. 30.pF\tn 

agreemE?nt 1vith values found in the pres~nt experimei~:rt. '.' Th~·r 
. . . . . '\ 

is expected since. the geometry ()f the coil and the plasma : '\ 
. . - . . I''\· 

~olumn in the. experiment of. Sugawara and Ieiri do not diffe:r '~ 
much from that_in.the present experiment. Thus azimuthal ' ~\ 

1

/,\ 
conductivi~y in this method it:? difficult to obtain in the 

case of glow discharge plasma because of the unavoidable t \\ 
·stray capacitance effect discussed earlier, but in the case 1! · 

' of arc plasma where the effect of eddy current loss'becomes 

dominant it is possible to obtain the value of azimuthal 

conductivity, and the values obtained here by this method 
. ' . . . ~ 

Lsee Fig. (3.3) _and_Fig. (3.4) and Table (3.11/ are found to 

be quite in agreement with the axial conductivity values 
., " ' ~ • 1 • ' 

measured using the relation 

a;_ -=. 11 j 1r r 2 
£2 

where Ez is the field in the positive column, which has been . 



-measured trith a double probe; tha typical value of 
( 

i'ound to be 1.14 volts/em. The dependence of azimtlthQ.l 

conductivity on the axial conductivity crz (mho/em.) can 

be found fl .. om Fig. (3.4) by multiplying the abscissa. valne 

by the i'ac.rtor 0.436. 

Fror:-t equation (3.3) it is ;u~ted that OS - K (J:. ~ 0/w2 

1f 1t :ts assumed that the change· of re.dto treque~my 

1"'es1atance R0 is small t-rithin the ra.r1ge of i'requeneies 

investigated. hare. This is round to be nearly tl"l.H~ from 

L{'ig .. (3.4) l-Jith ( o(- l) proportional ·to ru1• 9• 

It ia thus saen that the azimuthal conductivity in 

au are plasma cau be measured by a method which 'ttrau snt:wested. 

earlier but not_ used. in the case of an arc plas:na.. Early 

measureoents on glow discharge are subject to error, due to 

the stray capacitance effect which is important in the case 

or glotoJ diachra:t'ge. It 11!-us, however, been shown 1-n the present 

theol?y that the capaci't;at:l.ve loss ia not at all important in 

the ease of a:ro plasma and the 1n•eaent method. is suitable for 

azimuthal_- COlldt:tctivi'ty maaf?urement :!.n an £1~e plasma. Further, 

it 1s observed thf::.t the .genera.li2.ed theory presented here e&.n 

explain not only our experimental _results but ulso the l''esults 

reported .eal'lier in the case or, glCJ'tiY diseh~rge by Sugo.wara and 

Ie:l.ri. The method could be advantageously used fer some 

anisotropic pleamas as well. 
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Azimuthal radiofrequency conductivity measurement in an 
arc plasma by studying the eddy current effect 

S. K. GHOSALt, G. P. NANDit and S. N. SENt 

Azimuthal radiofrequency conductivity of an arc plasma has been estimated by 
measuring the reflected resistance of a primary coil wound around a mercury arc tube. 
A linear relationship between the azimuthal conductivity and the discharge current 
has been obtained. The non-linearity and the existence of maxima observed by 
previous authors in the change in band-width versus axial conductivity curve have 
been explained theoretically by considering a generalized equivalent circuit. It has 
also been pointed out that the azimuthal conductivity measurement by this method is 
possible only when the conductivity of the plasma is fairly high. 

1. Introduction 
Measurement of radiofrequency conductivity in a plasma using an inductor 

having the discharge tube as a core material has been proposed by various 
authors (Ciampi and Talini 1967, Heald and Wharton 1965, Mikoshiba and 
Smy 1969). The measurement of the azimuthal radiofrequency conductivity 
of a low density plasma such as produced in a glow discharge has been carried 
out in this laboratory with the plasma acting as a lossy dielectric within the. 
tuning condenser in the secondary circuit (Sen and Ghosh 1966, Sen and Gupta 
1969). Sugawara and Ieiri ( 1974) have studied the reduction in the radio
frequency Q-factor of a coil due to the presence of a lossy glow discharge plasma 
within it. The non-linearity and the appearance of maxima in the increase of 
band-width versus axial conductivity curves as represented in their paper 
cannot properly be explained in terms of the equivalent circuit proposed therein. 

When a conductor is placed inside a coil carrying a radiofrequency current a 
portion of the radiofrequency power is lost, due to (a) the stray capacitance 
by-pass of r.f. current and (b) the eddy current heating of the plasma. The 
latter effect is very small in the radiofrequency range in the case of a glow 
discharge plasma. In the case of an arc plasma where the percentage of 
ionization, and hence the conductivity, is much higher, power loss is essentially 
due to the eddy current heating of the plasma. 

Based on these two assumed mechanisms of loss, a generalized theory is 
presented here showing the quantitative variation of loss factor from a plasma 
with small conductivity such as a glow discharge to a plasma with high con
ductivity as in an arc discharge. The theory developed in conjunction with the 
experimental observations enables us to obtain the azimuthal radiofrequency 
conductivity of the arc plasma. 

2. Theoretical consideration 
As mentioned earlier, the loss of r.f. power of the resonant circuit due to the 

presence of a plasma column within a coil is affected by two factors : 

Received 22 June 1976. 
t Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, India. 
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(i) Eddy cur1·ent loss 

A plasma column can be assumed to be a cylindrical conductor. The 
alternating magnetic field associated with the r.f. current induces an r.f. 
electric current within the plasma, the amount of which is proportional to the 
azimuthal conductivity of the plasma. The plasma column itself can be 
considered to act like a secondary coil. The reflected resistance can easily be 
expressed in terms of the eddy loss and hence in terms of the azimuthal con
ductivity if it is assumed that the plasma forms almost a short circuited 
secondary of turn number unity. 

Figure I. The equivalent circuit. 

(ii) Capacitative by-pass 

The plasma column forms a capacitance with the coil wound around the 
discharge tube. A portion of the r.f. current by-passes this capacitor to ground 
through a resistance which is proportional to the axial value of the resistance 
of the plasma column. 

The composite equivalent circuit adopted, considering the above two factors, 
is depicted in Fig. I .. The effective resistive impedance of the coil can be 
written as 

( l) 

where R 0 =coil resistance (ohm) ; 0 0 =value of the tuning capacitor (farad) ; 
0 =stray capacitance (farad) formed between the coil and the plasma column ; 
R 2 =axial plasma resistance (ohm); R 1 =aximuthal plasma resistance (ohm); 
w =angular frequency (radian) ; L 1 =eddy secondary inductance (Henry) ; 
L =coil inductance (Henry) ; M =mutual inductance (Henry) of L and L 1 . 

The last term of the expression (l) is the reflected resistance in the primary due 
to the eddy current flowing through the plasma. 
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The value of C can be estimated by observing the amount of change of 
capacitance of the tuning capacitor required to restore the tuning when the 
plasma is on. For a quantitative analysis, if it is assumed that R1 :::::: R 2, then 
(R'- R0 ) can be plotted in terms of the plasma conductance (1/R1 ) knowing the 
actual values of all other terms of eqri.. (1). Jl1 and L can be estimated by 
assuming the plasma inductance to be a secondary with turn unity and having 
an average cross section equal to haJf the inner cross section of the tube 
(Simpson 1960). The nature of the variation of (R'- R0 ) with (log l/R1 ) is 
shown in Fig. 2. For the lower values of conductivity, as in the case of ordinary 
glow discharge, the third term is very small in comparison to the second term 
and (R'- R0 ), i.e. the change in band-width increases with the increase in 
conductivity, attaining a maximum when R 2 =:::. C0 + C fwCC0 ; with further 
increase in the conductivity when (C0 + C) 2 > w 2R 2

2C2C0
2, (R'- R 0 ) decreases. 

220 

200 
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I I 

----::>~E--Gi-OW-ARC TRANSITION.¥-- ARC 
I I 

0~------~------~----~~==~~~------~,-----~~ 
10- 1·00 10 102 103 

CONDUCTANCE IN MHOS/M 

Figure 2. Variation of (R1 - R0 ) with conductance. (Theoretical calculations eqn. 
(1).) 0=10pF; C0 =45pF; llt/=0·359/-LH; L=18/-LH; w=27Tx5·IMHz; 
R0 =10 Q. 

For some higher values of conductivity (designated by the glow-arc transition 
region in Fig. 2) both the second and third terms of eqn. (l) are significant and 
(R'- R0 ) reaches a minimum. Finally in the arc region the reflected resistance 
term only becomes predominant and the band-width rises linearly until R 1

2 

and w 2L 1
2 are comparable. When R 1

2 =w2L 1
2 the curve shows another maxi

mum. In the present experiment w2L12 ~R12 and eqn. (1) can be written for 
the arc region as 

(2) 

If i 0 and i 1 be the tuned radiofrequency currents through ·the coil before and 
during the discharge respectively the azimuthal conductance is given by 

where 
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To determine the azimuthal conductivity as from the measurement of 
azimuthal conductance, it is necessary to understand the current path. Neg
lecting the effect of skin depth (between 2 em and 8 em), the total conductance 
is approximately the conductance of the current path of cross section r x land 
average length rrr, where r and l are the radius of the discharge column and 
length of the coil respectively. Thus a 8 is given by 

7T(a-l) 
as= l w2M2 Ro (3) 

Thus, knowing (oc- 1 ), a
5 

can be calculated for different discharge currents. 

R.F. OSCILLATOR 

L Q Q g Q Q 1 MERCURY ARC TUBE 
{ 

--~~:LI-
wR::METI::.R 

·B 

Figure 3. The experimental arrangement. 

3. Experimental procedure and results 
The schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. 

Measurements were made for a mercury arc plasma formed within the arc 
tube of length 30 em and diameter 1·9 em (anode-cathode spacing 20 em). 
The oscillator coil was placed near the work coil (A) (dimensions: diameter 
1·9 em, length 6 em, wire diameter 2 mm, turns 50) and the induced r.f. voltage 
was tuned with a variable condenser B. The tuned currents were measured 
with a radiofrequency milliammeter. The discharge current could be varied 
with the help of rheostats connected in series with the d.c. supply. Any change 
in the tuned r.f. current should be an indication of the change of resistive 
impedance of the resonant circuit. 

Several measurements of the tuned radiofrequency current, both in tlle 
presence and in the absence of plasma, were taken for different discharge 
currents and exciting frequencies. The dependence of ( oc- 1) on discharge 
current at three different frequencies, namely 2·55 MHz, 4·1 MHz and 5·1 
MHz is depicted in Fig. 4. The dependence of azimuthal conductivity a9 

(mhosfcm) on the discharge current can be found by multiplying the ordinate 
value of Fig. 4 by the factor 7TR0f(lw

2M 2 ), which was close to 15·51 j-2, iff is 
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the frequency (MHz). The resistance R 0 of the circuit was determined by 
measuring the Q-factors at different frequencies. 

2 

5.1 MHz 

4.1 MHz 

0 

ARC CURRENT IN AMPS 

Figure 4. Dependence of (a-1) on Iz. as (M:hosfcm)=K(a-1), where K=0·5967, 
0·9232 and 2·387 for frequencies f (.MHz)=5·1, 4·1 and 2·55 respectively, from 
above downwards. 

4. Discussion 
The first portion of the graph depicted in Fig. 2, where capacitative by-pass 

loss is predominant, closely resembles the curve obtained by Sugawara and 
Ieiri (1974). It is possible to obtain the value of the stray capacitance (0) 
from the position of the maxima depicted therein. Taking the following 
values as given by Sugawara and Ieiri, 

w=27Tx106 Hz; l=66cm; d=3·1cm; 

0<{00 ; a=2x10-1 mhos/m 

the value of 0, the stray capacity, is found to be 30 pF in agreement with 
values found in the present experiment. This is expected since the geometry 
of the coil and the plasma column in the experiment of Sugawara and Ieiri 
do not differ much from that in the present experiment. Thus azimuthal 
conductivity in this method is difficult to obtain in the case of glow discharge 
plasma because of the unavoidable stray capacitance effect discussed earlier, 
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but in the case of arc plasma where the effect of eddy current loss becomes 
dominant it is possible to obtain the value of azimuthal conductivity, and the 
values obtained here by this method (see·§ 3 and Fig. 4) are found to be quite 
in agreement with the axial conductivity values measured using the relation 

]z 
O"z=~E TTr z 

where E, is the field in the positive column, which has been measured with a 
double probe; the typical value of Ez is found to be 1·14 volts/em. The 
dependence of azimuthal conductivity on the axial conductivity az (mhosfcm) 
can be found from Fig. 4 by multiplying the abscissa value by the factor 0·435. 

From eqn. (3) it is noted that a 8 = K(ot -1)/w2 if it is assumed that the change 
of radiofrequency resistance R0 is small within the range of frequencies investi
gated here. This is found to be nearly true from Fig. 4 with (o: -1) proportional 
to w 1 "9• 

5. Summary 
It is thus seen that the azimuthal conductivity in an arc plasma can be 

measured by a method which was suggested earlier but not used in the case of 
an arc plasma. Early measurements on glow discharge are subject to error, 
due to the stray capacitance effect which is important in the case of glow 
discharge. It has however been shown in the present theory that the capacita
tive loss is not at all important in the case of arc plasma and the present 
method is suitable for azimuthal conductivity measurement in an arc plasma. 
Further, it is observed that the generalized theory presented here can explain 
not only our experimental results but also the results reported earlier in the 
case of glow discharge by Sugawara and Ieiri. The method could be advan
tageously used for some anisotropic plasmas. 
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